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Executive Summary

The Federal Reserve System, the Office of the Comp-

troller of the Currency (OCC), the Federal Deposit

Insurance Corporation (FDIC), and the Office of

Thrift Supervision (OTS), referred to as the agencies,

conducted on-site reviews of foreclosure processing

at 14 federally regulated mortgage servicers during

the fourth quarter of 2010.1

This report provides a summary of the review find-

ings and an overview of the potential impacts associ-

ated with instances of foreclosure-processing weak-

nesses that occurred industrywide. In addition, this

report discusses the supervisory response made pub-

lic simultaneous with the issuance of this report, as

well as expectations going forward to address the

cited deficiencies. The supervisory measures

employed by the agencies’ are intended to ensure safe

and sound mortgage-servicing and foreclosure-

processing business practices are implemented. The

report also provides an overview of how national

standards for mortgage servicing can help address

specific industrywide weaknesses identified during

these reviews.

Review Scope and Objectives

The primary objective of each review was to evaluate

the adequacy of controls and governance over ser-

vicers’ foreclosure processes and assess servicers’

authority to foreclose. The reviews focused on issues

related to foreclosure-processing functions. While the

reviews uncovered significant problems in foreclosure

processing at the servicers included in the report,

examiners reviewed a relatively small number of files

from among the volumes of foreclosures processed

by the servicers. Therefore, the reviews could not pro-

vide a reliable estimate of the number of foreclosures

that should not have proceeded. The agencies, there-

fore, are requiring each servicer to retain an indepen-

dent firm to conduct a thorough review of foreclo-

sure actions that were pending at any time from Janu-

ary 1, 2009 through December 31, 2010 to, among

other things, 1) identify borrowers that have been

financially harmed by deficiencies identified in the

independent review and 2) provide remediation to

those borrowers where appropriate. These indepen-

dent reviews will be subject to supervisory oversight

to ensure that the reviews are comprehensive and the

results are reliable.

For the reviews discussed in this report, examiners

evaluated each servicer’s self-assessments of their

foreclosure policies and processes; assessed each ser-

vicer’s foreclosure operating procedures and controls;

interviewed servicer staff involved in the preparation

of foreclosure documents; and reviewed, collectively

for all servicers, approximately 2,800 borrower fore-

closure files that were in various stages of the foreclo-

sure process between January 1, 2009, and Decem-

ber 31, 2010.2

Examiners focused on foreclosure policies and proce-

dures; quality control and audits; organizational

structure and staffing; and vendor management,

1 Agencies conducted foreclosure-processing reviews at Ally Bank
/GMAC, Aurora Bank, Bank of America, Citibank, EverBank,
HSBC, JPMorgan Chase, MetLife, OneWest, PNC, Sovereign
Bank, SunTrust, US Bank, and Wells Fargo. The reviews
included mortgage-servicing activities conducted by insured
banks and thrifts, as well as by several nonbank affiliates of
these organizations. The 14 servicers were selected based on the
concentration of their mortgage-servicing and foreclosure-
processing activities. The agencies typically do not disclose
examinations or examination findings regarding particular insti-
tutions. In light of the formal enforcement actions entered into
by these 14 servicers, which are being made public, the agencies
have determined that it is appropriate to identify the servicers
(whether a bank or a bank affiliate) that were reviewed. The
bank and thrift holding company parents of Ally Bank
/GMAC, Bank of America, Citibank, Everbank, HSBC, JPM-
organ Chase, MetLife, OneWest, PNC, SunTrust, US Bank, and
Wells Fargo also entered into formal enforcement actions.

2 Foreclosure files at each servicer were selected from the popula-
tion of in-process and completed foreclosures during 2010. The
foreclosure file sample at each servicer included foreclosures
from both judicial states and nonjudicial states. Review teams
independently selected foreclosure file samples based on pre-
established criteria (such as files for which consumer complaints
had been raised, or those in geographic areas with high volumes
of foreclosures) with the balance of the files selected based on
examiner judgment.



including use of third-party vendors such as foreclo-

sure attorneys, Lender Processing Services (LPS) and

other default-service providers, and MERSCORP

and its wholly owned subsidiary, Mortgage Elec-

tronic Registration Systems, Inc. (MERS). Based on

their reviews of the limited number of foreclosure-file

samples, examiners also assessed the accuracy of

foreclosure-related documentation, including note

endorsements and the assignments of mortgages and

deeds of trust, and loan document control.3 With

respect to those files, examiners also assessed whether

fees charged in connection with the foreclosures

exceeded the amounts reflected in the servicers’ inter-

nal records. In addition, the Federal Reserve and the

OCC solicited views from consumer groups to help

detect problems at specific servicers, and the Federal

Reserve expanded the file sample to include borrow-

ers who were delinquent, but not yet in foreclosure.

The file reviews did not include a complete analysis

of the payment history of each loan prior to foreclo-

sure or potential mortgage-servicing issues outside of

the foreclosure process. Accordingly, examiners may

not have uncovered cases of misapplied payments or

unreasonable fees, particularly when these actions

occurred prior to the default that led to the foreclo-

sure action. The foreclosure-file reviews also may not

have uncovered certain facts related to the processing

of a foreclosure that would lead an examiner to con-

clude that a foreclosure otherwise should not have

proceeded, such as undocumented communications

between a servicer employee and the borrower in

which the employee told the borrower he or she had

to be delinquent on the loan to qualify for a modifi-

cation. In addition, the reviews did not focus on

loan-modification processes, but when reviewing

individual foreclosure files, examiners checked for

evidence that servicers were in contact with borrow-

ers and had considered alternative loss-mitigation

efforts, including loan modifications.

To ensure consistency in the reviews, the agencies

used standardized work programs to guide the

assessment and to document findings pertaining to

each servicer’s corporate governance process and the

individual foreclosure-file reviews. The work pro-

grams were organized into the following categories:

‰ Policies and procedures. Examiners reviewed the

servicers’ policies and procedures to see if they

provided adequate controls over the foreclosure

process and whether those policies and procedures

were sufficient for compliance with applicable laws

and regulations.

‰ Organizational structure and staffing. Examiners

reviewed the functional unit(s) responsible for fore-

closure processes, including their staffing levels,

their staff’s qualifications, and their training

programs.

‰ Management of third-party service providers.

Examiners reviewed the servicers’ oversight of key

third parties used throughout the foreclosure pro-

cess, with a focus on foreclosure attorneys, MERS,

and default-service providers such as LPS.

‰ Quality control and internal audits. Examiners

assessed quality-control processes in foreclosures.

Examiners also reviewed internal and external

audit reports, including government-sponsored

enterprise (GSE) and investor audits and reviews

of foreclosure activities as well as servicers’

self-assessments.

‰ Compliance with applicable laws. Examiners

checked the adequacy of the governance, audits,

and controls that servicers had in place to ensure

compliance with applicable laws.

‰ Loss mitigation. Examiners determined if servicers

were in direct communication with borrowers and

whether loss-mitigation actions, including loan

modifications, were considered as alternatives to

foreclosure.

‰ Critical documents. Examiners evaluated servicers’

control over critical documents in the foreclosure

process, including the safeguarding of original

loan documentation. Examiners also determined

whether critical foreclosure documents were in the

foreclosure files that they reviewed, and whether

notes were endorsed and mortgages assigned.

‰ Risk management. Examiners assessed whether

servicers appropriately identified financial, reputa-

tional, and legal risks and whether these risks were

communicated to the board of directors and

senior management of the servicer.

Summary of Review Findings

The reviews found critical weaknesses in servicers’

foreclosure governance processes, foreclosure docu-

ment preparation processes, and oversight and moni-

toring of third-party vendors, including foreclosure

attorneys. While it is important to note that findings

3 For purposes of this report, default management services gener-
ally include administrative support and services provided to the
servicers by third-party vendors to manage and perform the
tasks associated with foreclosures.
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varied across institutions, the weaknesses at each ser-

vicer, individually or collectively, resulted in unsafe

and unsound practices and violations of applicable

federal and state law and requirements.4 The results

elevated the agencies’ concern that widespread risks

may be presented—to consumers, communities, vari-

ous market participants, and the overall mortgage

market. The servicers included in this review repre-

sent more than two-thirds of the servicing market.

Thus, the agencies consider problems cited within

this report to have widespread consequences for the

national housing market and borrowers.

Based on the deficiencies identified in these reviews

and the risks of additional issues as a result of weak

controls and processes, the agencies at this time are

taking formal enforcement actions against each of

the 14 servicers subject to this review to address those

weaknesses and risks. The enforcement actions

require each servicer, among other things, to conduct

a more complete review of certain aspects of foreclo-

sure actions that occurred between January 1, 2009,

and December 31, 2010. The specific supervisory

responses are summarized in Part 3 of this report.

The loan-file reviews showed that borrowers subject

to foreclosure in the reviewed files were seriously

delinquent on their loans. As previously stated, the

reviews conducted by the agencies should not be

viewed as an analysis of the entire lifecycle of the

borrowers’ loans or potential mortgage-servicing

issues outside of the foreclosure process. The reviews

also showed that servicers possessed original notes

and mortgages and, therefore, had sufficient docu-

mentation available to demonstrate authority to fore-

close. Further, examiners found evidence that ser-

vicers generally attempted to contact distressed bor-

rowers prior to initiating the foreclosure process to

pursue loss-mitigation alternatives, including loan

modifications. However, examiners did note cases in

which foreclosures should not have proceeded due to

an intervening event or condition, such as the bor-

rower (a) was covered by the Servicemembers Civil

Relief Act, (b) filed for bankruptcy shortly before the

foreclosure action, or (c) qualified for or was paying

in accordance with a trial modification.5

The interagency reviews identified significant weak-

nesses in several areas.

‰ Foreclosure process governance. Foreclosure gover-

nance processes of the servicers were under-

developed and insufficient to manage and control

operational, compliance, legal, and reputational

risk associated with an increasing volume of fore-

closures. Weaknesses included:

‰ inadequate policies, procedures, and indepen-

dent control infrastructure covering all aspects

of the foreclosure process;

‰ inadequate monitoring and controls to oversee

foreclosure activities conducted on behalf of

servicers by external law firms or other third-

party vendors;

‰ lack of sufficient audit trails to show how infor-

mation set out in the affidavits (amount of

indebtedness, fees, penalties, etc.) was linked to

the servicers’ internal records at the time the

affidavits were executed;

‰ inadequate quality control and audit reviews to

ensure compliance with legal requirements, poli-

cies and procedures, as well as the maintenance

of sound operating environments; and

‰ inadequate identification of financial, reputa-

tional, and legal risks, and absence of internal

communication about those risks among boards

of directors and senior management.

‰ Organizational structure and availability of staff-

ing. Examiners found inadequate organization and

staffing of foreclosure units to address the

increased volumes of foreclosures.

‰ Affidavit and notarization practices. Individuals

who signed foreclosure affidavits often did not per-

sonally check the documents for accuracy or pos-

sess the level of knowledge of the information that

they attested to in those affidavits. In addition,

some foreclosure documents indicated they were

executed under oath, when no oath was adminis-

tered. Examiners also found that the majority of

the servicers had improper notary practices which

failed to conform to state legal requirements.

These determinations were based primarily on ser-

vicers’ self-assessments of their foreclosure pro-

cesses and examiners’ interviews of servicer staff

involved in the preparation of foreclosure

documents.

‰ Documentation practices. Examiners found some—

but not widespread—errors between actual fees

charged and what the servicers’ internal records

indicated, with servicers undercharging fees as fre-

quently as overcharging them. The dollar amount

4 This report captures only the significant issues found across the
servicers reviewed, not necessarily findings at each servicer.

5 Servicemembers Civil Relief Act, 50 USC App. sections. 501–
596, Public Law 108-189.
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of overcharged fees as compared with the ser-

vicers’ internal records was generally small.

‰ third-party-vendor management. Examiners gener-

ally found adequate evidence of physical control

and possession of original notes and mortgages.

Examiners also found, with limited exceptions,

that notes appeared to be properly endorsed and

mortgages and deeds of trust appeared properly

assigned.6 The review did find that, in some cases,

the third-party law firms hired by the servicers

were nonetheless filing mortgage foreclosure com-

plaints or lost-note affidavits even though proper

documentation existed.

‰ Quality Control (QC) and Audit. Examiners found

weaknesses in quality control and internal auditing

procedures at all servicers included in the review.

Summary of Supervisory Response

The agencies recognize that a number of supervisory

actions and industry reforms are required to address

these weaknesses in a way that will hold servicers

accountable for establishing necessary governance

and controls. Measures that the servicers are being

required to implement are designed to ensure compli-

ance with applicable laws, promote foreclosure pro-

cessing in a safe and sound manner, and establish

responsible business practices that provide account-

ability and appropriate treatment to borrowers.

At this time, the agencies are taking formal enforce-

ment action against each of the 14 servicers and par-

ent bank holding companies because the deficiencies

and weaknesses identified during the reviews repre-

sent unsafe or unsound practices and violations of

applicable law. The foreclosure-file reviews showed

that borrowers in the sampled pool were seriously

delinquent. The reviews also showed that the appro-

priate party brought the foreclosure action. However,

a limited number of mortgages should not have pro-

ceeded to foreclosure because of an intervening event

or condition. Nevertheless, the weaknesses in ser-

vicers’ foreclosure processes, as confirmed by the

reviews, present significant risk to the safety and

soundness of mortgage activities. The failures and

deficiencies identified as part of the reviews must be

remedied swiftly and comprehensively.

The agencies will continue to assess and monitor cor-

rective actions and will address servicers’ failures to

correct identified deficiencies where necessary.

Going forward, servicers must develop and demon-

strate effective risk management of servicing opera-

tions to prevent a recurrence of deficiencies cited in

this report. The agencies are currently engaged in an

effort to establish national mortgage-servicing stan-

dards to promote the safe and sound operation of

mortgage-servicing and foreclosure processing,

including standards for accountability and respon-

siveness to borrower concerns. Such an effort will

include engaging the Government Sponsored Enter-

prises, private investors, consumer groups, the servic-

ing industry, and other regulators. Part 4 of this

report provides a general overview of the core prin-

ciples that should be included in future national

mortgage-servicing standards.

6 The agencies expect federally regulated servicers to have the nec-
essary policies and procedures in place to ensure that notes are
properly endorsed and mortgages are properly assigned, so that
ownership can be determined at the time of foreclosure. Where
federally regulated servicers serve as document custodians for
themselves or other investors, the agencies require controls and
tracking systems to properly safeguard the physical security and
maintenance of critical loan documents.
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Part 1: Background and Risks Associated
with Weak Foreclosure Process and Controls

Mortgage servicing plays a central role in the man-

agement of mortgage loans from origination to final

disposition. The mortgage servicer is the intermedi-

ary between borrowers and their lenders. When the

borrower is paying as agreed, the servicer’s duties are

ministerial: collecting payments, distributing pay-

ments to investors, managing cash and administering

funds in escrow, and reporting to investors. When a

loan is in default, the demands on the servicer neces-

sarily expand, requiring additional resources and

much more sophisticated risk management. A neces-

sary consequence of the growth in foreclosures since

2007 is increased demands on servicers’ foreclosure

processes.

The residential mortgage-servicing market is highly

concentrated among a few servicers. The five largest

mortgage servicers by activity volume—included

among the 14 servicers subject to the reviews

addressed in this report—account for 60 percent of

the industry’s total servicing volume.7 The 14 ser-

vicers included in the interagency review collectively

represent more than two-thirds of the servicing

industry (see figure 1), or nearly 36.7 million mort-

gages.8

At the end of the fourth quarter of 2010, nearly

54 million first-lien mortgage loans were outstand-

ing, 2.4 million of which were at some point in the

foreclosure process. Additionally, two million mort-

gages were 90 or more days past due and at an

elevated risk of foreclosure. New foreclosures are on

pace to approach 2.5 million by the end of 2011. In

light of the number of foreclosures and continued

weakness in overall mortgage performance, the agen-

cies are concerned that the deficiencies in foreclosure

processing observed among these major servicers

may have widespread consequences for the housing

market and borrowers.

Impact on Borrowers

Weaknesses in foreclosure processes and controls

present the risk of foreclosing with inaccurate docu-

mentation, or foreclosing when another intervening

circumstance should intercede. Even if a foreclosure

action can be completed properly, deficiencies can

result (and have resulted) in violations of state fore-

closure laws designed to protect consumers. Such

weaknesses may also result in inaccurate fees and

charges assessed against the borrower or property,

which may make it more difficult for borrowers to

bring their loans current. In addition, borrowers can

find their loss-mitigation options curtailed because of

dual-track processes that result in foreclosures even

when a borrower has been approved for a loan modi-

fication. The risks presented by weaknesses in fore-

7 The five largest mortgage servicers in order are Bank of
America, Wells Fargo, JPMorgan Chase, Citibank, and Ally
Bank/GMAC.

8 Federal Reserve staff estimates 54 million first-lien mortgages
outstanding as of December 31, 2010.

Figure 1. Concentration of the mortgage-servicing Industry

All other 

servicers, 

32%

14 examined 

servicers, 

68%

Source: Federal Reserve staff estimates of the concentration of servicing volume,

based on data from Inside Mortgage Finance.



closure processes are more acute when those pro-

cesses are aimed at speed and quantity instead of

quality and accuracy.

Impact on the Industry and Investors

Weaknesses in foreclosure processes pose a variety of

risks to the financial services industry and investors.

These risks extend beyond the financial cost of rem-

edying procedural errors and re-filing affidavits and

other foreclosure documents. Servicers may also bear

legal costs related to disputes over note ownership or

authority to foreclose, and to allegations of proce-

dural violations through the use of inaccurate affida-

vits and improper notarizations. Servicers may be

subject to claims by investors as a result of delays or

other damages caused by the weaknesses. Further-

more, concerns about the prevalence of irregularities

in the documentation of ownership may cause uncer-

tainty for investors of securitized mortgages. Ser-

vicers and their affiliates also face significant reputa-

tional risk with their borrowers, with the court sys-

tem, and with regulators.

Impact on the Judicial Process

Weaknesses in foreclosure processes have resulted in

increased demands on judicial resources to resolve a

variety of foreclosure-related matters, including note

ownership. In addition, courts rely extensively on

affidavits (usually affidavits of indebtedness) submit-

ted by servicers to decide foreclosure actions on a

summary basis without requiring in-person testi-

mony.9 If such affidavits were not properly prepared

or executed, courts may lose confidence in the reli-

ability of the affidavits as persuasive evidence filed

on behalf of servicers.10

Impact on the Mortgage Market and
Communities

Weaknesses in foreclosure processes led several ser-

vicers to slow, halt, or suspend foreclosure proceed-

ings in late 2010, and, in many cases, re-file foreclo-

sure documents. Delays in foreclosure processing,

which averaged 450 days in the fourth quarter of

2010, slow the clearing of excess inventory of fore-

closed properties and lead to extended periods of

depressed home prices.11 Such delays also impede the

efficient disposition of foreclosed homes and the

clearing of seriously delinquent mortgages, particu-

larly in geographic regions with greater concentra-

tions of vacant and abandoned properties. This out-

come acts as an impediment for communities work-

ing to stabilize local neighborhoods and housing

markets.12

Moreover, local property values may be adversely

affected if foreclosed homes remain vacant for

extended periods, particularly if such homes are not

properly maintained.13 Widely publicized weaknesses

in foreclosure processes also adversely affect home

buyer and investor confidence. Assuring robust and

credible remedial programs for mortgage servicers so

that foreclosure processes can operate and markets

can clear without impediments or interventions con-

tributes to attaining a stable national housing market.

9 The basic affidavit of indebtedness typically sets forth the name
of the party that owns the loan, the default status, and the
amounts due for principal, interest, penalties (such as late
charges), and fees. This affidavit is frequently the principal basis
upon which a court is permitted to order a foreclosure without
requiring in-person testimony. Similar documentation may be
required in bankruptcy proceedings.

10 Mortgage foreclosures occur under either a judicial or a nonju-

dicial process. Judicial foreclosures are court-supervised and
require the lender to bring a court action to foreclose. nonjudi-
cial foreclosures (also known as “power of sale”) involve little or
no court oversight and generally are governed by state statutes.
Even foreclosures that are instituted outside the judicial process
can be challenged in court, however, and then become subject to
court actions.

11 See Lender Processing Services Applied Analytics (Decem-
ber 2010, www.lpsvcs.com/RiskMgmt). Current time frames to
move a property to foreclosure sale have increased from an aver-
age of 250 days in first quarter 2008 to 450 days by fourth quar-
ter 2010.

12 Industry data show approximately four million properties cur-
rently listed that have been foreclosed in the past few years. See
Mortgage Bankers Association, National Delinquency Survey,
(November 18, 2010, www.mbaa.org/NewsandMedia/
PressCenter/74733.htm).

13 Campbell, John Y., Stefano Giglio and Parag Pathak (July 2010)
Forced Sales and House PricesManuscript, Harvard University
Department of Economics (kuznets.fas.harvard.edu/~campbell/
papers/forcedsales072410.pdf).
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Part 2: Review Findings

The reviews found critical weaknesses in foreclosure

governance processes, foreclosure document prepara-

tion processes, and oversight and monitoring of

third-party law firms and other vendors. These weak-

nesses involve unsafe and unsound practices and vio-

lations of applicable federal and state laws and

requirements, and they have had an adverse effect on

the functioning of the mortgage markets. By empha-

sizing speed and cost efficiency over quality and

accuracy, examined servicers fostered an operational

environment contrary to safe and sound banking

practices.

In connection with the reviews of sampled files and

assessments of servicers’ custodial activities, examin-

ers found that borrowers whose files were reviewed

were seriously delinquent on their mortgage pay-

ments at the time of foreclosure and that servicers

generally had sufficient documentation available to

demonstrate authority to foreclose on those borrow-

ers’ mortgages.14 Nevertheless, examiners noted

instances where documentation in the foreclosure file

alone may not have been sufficient to prove owner-

ship of the note at the time the foreclosure action

commenced without reference to additional informa-

tion. When additional information was requested and

provided to examiners, it generally was sufficient to

determine ownership.

In addition, review of the foreclosure files showed

that servicers were in contact with the delinquent

borrowers and had considered loss-mitigation alter-

natives, including loan modifications. Examiners also

noted a small number of foreclosure sales, however,

that should not have proceeded because of an inter-

vening event or condition, such as the borrower:

(a) was covered by the Servicemembers Civil Relief

Act, (b) filed bankruptcy shortly before the foreclo-

sure action, or (c) was approved for a trial

modification.

A summary of the major findings identified during

the reviews is set forth below.

Foreclosure Process Governance

Examiners found governance at each examined ser-

vicer in need of substantial improvement, and often

cited the absence of sound controls and ineffective

management of foreclosure processes. Foreclosure

policies and procedures at many of the servicers were

either weak or needed substantial expansion to pro-

vide effective guidance, control, and ongoing moni-

toring. As noted above, examiners concluded that the

majority of servicers reviewed had inadequate affida-

vit and notary-signing processes that did not ensure

proper attestation (or verification) of the underlying

documents.

Examiners found that most servicers had inadequate

staffing levels and training programs throughout the

foreclosure-processing function and that a large per-

centage of the staff lacked sufficient training in their

positions. The reviews also revealed that all of the

servicers relied heavily on outsourcing arrangements

with outside counsel and other third-party vendors

to carry out foreclosure processes without adequate

oversight of those arrangements. Some servicers

failed to enter into contracts with the foreclosure law

firms performing critical steps in the foreclosure pro-

cess, including affidavit- and notary-preparation and

signing processes. Audit and quality-assurance con-

trols and self-assessment reviews at all of the exam-

ined servicers lacked comprehensiveness and failed to

identify specific weaknesses and process gaps. Details

on these areas of weakness are included below.

14 As previously noted, examiners were limited to the documents
in the foreclosure files. Those documents may not have dis-
closed certain facts that might have led examiners to conclude
that a foreclosure should not have proceeded, such as misappli-
cation of payments that could have precipitated a foreclosure
action or oral communications between the borrower and ser-
vicer staff that were not documented in the foreclosure file.



Organizational Structure and
Availability of Staffing

At the time of the review, a majority of the servicers

had inadequate staffing levels or had recently added

staff with limited servicing experience. In most

instances, servicers maintained insufficient staff to

appropriately review documents for accuracy, and

provided inadequate training for affidavit signers,

notaries, and quality-control staff. Examiners also

noted weak controls, undue emphasis on quantitative

production and timelines, and inadequate workload

monitoring.

Affidavit and Notarization Practices

Deficiencies in servicers’ processes, procedures, con-

trols, and staffing resulted in numerous inaccurate

affidavits and other foreclosure-related documents.

Examiners found that most servicers had affidavit

signing protocols that expedited the processes for

signing foreclosure affidavits without ensuring that

the individuals who signed the affidavits personally

conducted the review or possessed the level of knowl-

edge of the information that they attested to in those

affidavits. Examiners confirmed these deficiencies

through interviews with individuals who signed docu-

ments, as well as through a review of servicers’ self-

assessments. Examiners also found the majority of

the servicers had improper notary practices that

failed to conform to state legal requirements. Exam-

iners noted some servicers failed to maintain an accu-

rate list of approved and acceptable notaries that

individuals signing documents did not do so in the

presence of a notary when required, and that docu-

ments often were executed in a manner contrary to

the notary’s acknowledgement and verification of

those documents. In addition, some foreclosure

documents indicated they were executed under oath

when no oath was administered. Again, examiners

confirmed these deficiencies by interviewing notaries

and reviewing servicers’ self-assessments.

At the examined servicers, anywhere from 100 to

more than 25,000 foreclosure actions occurred per

month between January 1, 2009, and December 31,

2010, with the quantity depending upon the size of

the servicer’s operations. It was common to find an

insufficient number of staff assigned to review, sign,

and notarize affidavits. At some of the servicers,

examiners found that insufficient staff—or the lack

of specified guidance to staff or external law firms on

affidavit completion—contributed to the preparation

and filing of inaccurate affidavits. In the sample of

foreclosure files reviewed, examiners compared the

accuracy of the amounts listed on affidavits of

indebtedness to the documentation in the paper fore-

closure file or computerized loan servicing systems.

Although borrowers whose foreclosure files were

reviewed were seriously in default at the time of the

foreclosure action, some servicers failed to accurately

complete or validate itemized amounts owed by those

borrowers. At those servicers, this failure resulted in

differences between the figures in the affidavit and

the information in the servicing system or paper file.

In nearly half of those instances, the differences—

which were typically less than $500—were adverse to

the borrower. While the error rates varied among the

servicers, the percentage of errors at some servicers

raises significant concerns regarding those servicers’

internal controls governing foreclosure-related

documentation.

Documentation Practices

During the foreclosure-file reviews, examiners com-

pared the accuracy of amounts listed on the ser-

vicers’ affidavits of indebtedness with documentation

on file or maintained within the electronic servicing

system of record. For most of the servicers, examin-

ers cited the lack of a clear auditable trail in reconcil-

ing foreclosure filings to source systems of record. In

some cases, examiners directed servicers to further

audit foreclosure filings to verify the accuracy of

information and compliance with legal requirements.

Likewise, in connection with the file review, examin-

ers also determined whether critical foreclosure docu-

ments were in the foreclosure files, and whether notes

appeared properly endorsed and mortgages appeared

properly assigned. Examiners noted instances where

documentation in the foreclosure file alone may not

have been sufficient to prove authority to foreclose

without reference to additional information.15 When

more information was requested and provided, it

generally was sufficient to determine authority. With

some exceptions, examiners found that notes

appeared properly endorsed, and mortgages

appeared properly assigned.16 Examiners also trav-

15 Servicers frequently maintained custody of original mortgage
documents, although in some cases third-party trustees or cus-
todians held original documents. Custodians are entrusted to
manage the original documents that establish note ownership,
and, when necessary, produce the original documents for a fore-
closure action.

16 Only in rare instances were custodians unable to produce origi-
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eled to servicers’ document repository locations to

assess custodial activities. Examiners found that ser-

vicers generally had possession and control over criti-

cal loan documents such as the promissory notes and

mortgages. The review did find that, in some cases

prior to 2010, the third-party law firms hired by the

servicers were nonetheless filing lost-note affidavits

or mortgage foreclosure complaints in which they

claimed that the mortgage note had either been lost

or destroyed, even though proper documentation

existed.

third-party-vendor Management

The agencies found that the servicers reviewed gener-

ally did not properly structure, carefully conduct, or

prudently manage their third-party-vendor relation-

ships with outside law firms and other third-party

foreclosure services providers. Failure to effectively

manage third-party vendors resulted in increased

reputational, legal, and financial risks to the

servicers.

Arrangements with Outside Law Firms

Servicers typically used third-party law firms to pre-

pare affidavits and other legal documents, to file

complaints and other pleadings with courts, and to

litigate on their behalf in connection with foreclosure

and foreclosure-related bankruptcy proceedings. The

servicers reviewed generally showed insufficient guid-

ance, policies, or procedures governing the initial

selection, management, or termination of the law

firms that handled their foreclosures. Many servicers,

rather than conducting their own due diligence, relied

on the fact that certain firms had been designated as

approved or accepted by investors. Servicers often

did not govern their relationships with these law

firms by formal contracts. Instead, servicers fre-

quently relied on informal engagements with law

firms, at times relying on investors’ business relation-

ships with the law firms or the law firms’ contractual

relationships with default management service

providers.

Inadequate Oversight

Servicers also did not provide adequate oversight of

third-party-vendor law firms, including monitoring

for compliance with the servicers’ standards. Several

servicers exempted third-party law firms from the

servicers’ vendor management programs or did not

identify them as third-party vendors subject to those

programs. In some cases, servicers assumed that

investors performed such oversight, in which case

oversight was limited to ensuring that the law firms

were on the investors’ lists of approved or accepted

providers. Where monitoring of law firms was con-

ducted, it was often limited to things such as respon-

siveness and timeliness, checking for liability insur-

ance, or determining if any power of attorney given

to the firm remained valid rather than assessing the

accuracy and adequacy of legal documents or com-

pliance with state law or designated fee schedules.

Document Retention Weaknesses

Examiners also found that the servicers did not

always retain originals or copies of the documents

maintained by the third-party law firms that con-

ducted their foreclosures. Instead, the servicers relied

on the firms to maintain those documents. The

absence of central and well-organized foreclosure

files by the servicers and the consequent need for the

examiners to collect foreclosure documentation

derived from numerous sources made it difficult at

times for examiners to conduct full foreclosure-file

reviews while on-site.

Inadequate guidance, policies, procedures, and

contracts

In addition, examiners generally found an absence of

formal guidance, policies, or procedures governing

the selection, ongoing management, and termination

of law firms used to handle foreclosures. This defi-

ciency resulted in a lack of clarity regarding roles,

responsibilities, and performance parameters. Exam-

iners also observed an absence of written contracts

between certain servicers and law firms, which left

those servicers with no contractual recourse for liabil-

ity against the firms for performance issues. These

deficiencies, coupled with the overall lack of

adequate oversight, contributed to instances in which

servicers and law firms failed to identify problems

with the firms’ foreclosure practices, thereby expos-

ing the servicers to a variety of significant risks.

Those problems include instances in which law firms

signed documents on behalf of servicers without hav-

ing the authority to do so, or they changed the for-

mat and content of affidavits without the knowledge

of the servicers. These defects could, depending upon

the circumstances, raise concerns regarding the legal-

ity and propriety of the foreclosure even if the ser-

nal loan documentation, and in those instances the servicers
generally were able to provide adequate explanations, including
that copies in the possession of the custodian were acceptable
under applicable law.
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vicer had sufficient documentation available to dem-

onstrate authority to foreclose.

Arrangements with Default Management

Service Providers (DMSPs)

In connection with the on-site reviews of servicers,

the agencies also conducted an on-site review of

Lender Processing Services, Inc. (LPS), which pro-

vides significant services to support mortgage-

servicing and foreclosure processing across the indus-

try. The review of LPS involved a number of issues

that are similar to those raised in the reviews of the

servicers, and the LPS review covered issues that are

unique to the operations, structure and corporate

governance of LPS. During the review of LPS, the

agencies found deficient practices related primarily to

the document execution services that LPS, through

its DocX, LLC, and LPS Default Solutions, Inc. sub-

sidiaries had provided to servicers in connection with

foreclosures. To address these issues, the agencies are

taking formal enforcement action against LPS under

section 7(d) of the Bank Service Company Act, 12

USC § 1867(d), and section 8(b) of the Federal

Deposit Insurance Act, 12 USC § 1818(b).

Inadequate Contracts

During the review of servicers, examiners assessed

servicers’ relationships with third-party-vendor

DMSPs, focusing primarily on DMSPs that sup-

ported the execution of foreclosure-related docu-

ments, such as affidavits of indebtedness, lost-note

affidavits, and assignments of mortgages.17 Examin-

ers found that contracts between the servicers and

DMSPs generally were inadequate, often omitting

significant matters such as service-level agreements.

Contracts did not provide for an appropriate level of

oversight of third-party-vendor law firms in situa-

tions where the servicers relied on the DMSPs to

conduct such oversight.

Inadequate Oversight

Examiners also observed that servicers generally

demonstrated an overall lack of adequate oversight

of DMSPs. At times, the servicers failed to identify

DMSPs as vendors subject to the servicers’ vendor

management programs and demonstrated an inabil-

ity to provide the examiners with sufficient evidence

of due diligence. Examiners found no evidence that

servicers conducted audits of the document execu-

tion operations of their DMSPs.

The lack of sufficient oversight of DMSPs, coupled

with the contractual deficiencies, led to instances in

which employees of those DMSPs signed foreclosure

affidavits without personally conducting the review

or possessing the level of knowledge of information

that they attested to in those affidavits. Employees of

DMSPs, like the employees of the servicers them-

selves, executed documents in a manner contrary to

the notary’s acknowledgement and verification of

those documents. In addition, in limited instances,

employees of DMSPs signed foreclosure-related

documents on behalf of servicers without proper

authority. Because some of the servicers relied on

DMSPs to oversee their third-party-vendor law

firms, the contractual deficiencies and lack of over-

sight of DMSPs contributed to the weaknesses iden-

tified above regarding the oversight of third-party-

vendor law firms.

Arrangements with Mortgage Electronic

Registration, Inc.

In connection with the on-site reviews of servicers,

the agencies, together with the Federal Housing

Finance Agency (FHFA), also conducted an on-site

review of MERSCORP and its wholly owned subsid-

iary, Mortgage Electronic Registration Systems, Inc.

(collectively, MERS), which, as detailed below, pro-

vides significant services to support mortgage-

servicing and foreclosure processing across the indus-

try. The review of MERS involved a number of

issues that are similar to those raised in the reviews of

the servicers, and the MERS review covered issues

that are unique to the operations, structure and cor-

porate governance of MERS. During the review of

MERS, the agencies and FHFA found significant

weaknesses in, among other things, oversight, man-

agement supervision and corporate governance. To

address these issues, the agencies, together with

FHFA, are taking formal enforcement action against

MERS under section 7(d) of the Bank Service Com-

pany Act, 12 USC § 1867(d), and section 8(b) of the

Federal Deposit Insurance Act, 12 USC § 1818(b).

MERS streamlines the mortgage recording and

assignment process in two ways. First, it operates a

centralized computer database or registry of mort-

gages that tracks the servicing rights and the benefi-

cial ownership of the mortgage note. Each mortgage

registered in the database is assigned a Mortgage

Identification Number (MIN). Second, MERS can

be designated by a member (and its subsequent

assignees) to serve in a nominee capacity as the mort-

gagee of record in public land records. Designating

17 Not all of the servicers engaged the services of third-party-
vendor DMSPs to perform document execution services.
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MERS as the mortgagee is intended to eliminate the

need to prepare and record successive assignments of

mortgages each time ownership of a mortgage is

transferred. Rather, changes in beneficial ownership

of the mortgage note (and servicing rights) are

tracked in the MERS registry using the MIN.18 All

of the examined servicers had relationships with

MERS.

Inadequate Oversight

Servicers exercised varying levels of oversight of the

MERS relationship, but none to a sufficient degree.

Several of the servicers did not include MERS in

their vendor management programs. In these

instances, the servicers failed to conduct appropriate

due diligence assessments and failed to monitor,

evaluate, and appropriately manage the MERS con-

tractual relationship. Deficiencies included failure to

assess the internal control processes at MERS, failure

to ensure the accuracy of servicing transfers, and fail-

ure to ensure that servicers’ records matched MERS’

records.

Inadequate Quality Control

Examiners also determined that servicers’ quality-

control processes pertaining to MERS were insuffi-

cient. In some cases, servicers lacked any quality-

assurance processes and relied instead on the infre-

quent and limited audits that MERS periodically

conducted. Other deficiencies included the failure to

conduct audit reviews to independently verify the

adequacy of and adherence to quality-assurance pro-

cesses by MERS, and the need for more frequent and

complete reconciliation between the servicers’ sys-

tems and the MERS registry. Several servicers did

not include MERS activities in the scope of their

audit coverage.

Ineffective Quality Control (QC) and
Audit

Examiners found weaknesses in quality-control pro-

cedures at all servicers, which resulted in servicers not

performing one or more of the following functions at

a satisfactory level:

‰ ensuring accurate foreclosure documentation,

including documentation pertaining to the fees

assessed;

‰ incorporating mortgage-servicing activities into

the servicers’ loan-level monitoring, testing, and

validation programs;

‰ evaluating and testing compliance with applicable

laws and regulations, court orders, pooling and

servicing agreements, and similar contractual

arrangements; and

‰ ensuring proper controls to prevent foreclosures

when intervening events or conditions occur that

warrant stopping the foreclosure process (e.g.,

bankruptcy proceedings, applicability of the Ser-

vicemembers Civil Relief Act, or adherence to a

trial or permanent loan modification program).

Examiners also found weaknesses in internal auditing

procedures at all the servicers included in the review.

When performed, the few internal audits conducted

by servicers failed to identify fundamental control

issues that led to the foreclosure process breakdowns.

Failures to perform internal audits effectively resulted

in servicers’ inability to identify, address, and inter-

nally communicate foreclosure-processing risks. The

failures to identify and communicate these risks

resulted in servicers not strengthening the quality of

risk-management processes to a level consistent with

the nature, increasing size, and complexity of the ser-

vicer’s foreclosure activities. Moreover, failure to con-

duct comprehensive audits to identify weaknesses in

foreclosure processes resulted in servicers not taking

sufficient corrective action to strengthen policy and

procedural gaps, increase staffing levels, and improve

training in response to sharply rising foreclosure vol-

umes prior to the agencies’ foreclosure reviews. The

failure to identify the risks associated with foreclo-

sure processing also resulted in servicers not taking

action to improve foreclosure documentation-related

processes ranging from custody and control of docu-

ments to proper notarization processes, or to enhance

oversight of third parties managing foreclosure

activities on their behalf.

18 While MERS maintains a registry of the beneficial ownership
of the mortgage note, this registry is not a system of legal
record. The ownership of the note is determined by the Uni-
form Commercial Code, and, if a change in ownership of a note
is not recorded in MERS or is recorded incorrectly, the transfer
is still valid.
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Part 3: Supervisory Response

At this time, the agencies are taking formal enforce-

ment actions against each of the 14 servicers under

the authority of section 8(b) of the Federal Deposit

Insurance Act, 12 USC § 1818(b). The deficiencies

and weaknesses identified by examiners during their

reviews involved unsafe or unsound practices and

violations of law, which have had an adverse impact

on the functioning of the mortgage markets. Further-

more, the mortgage servicers’ deficient foreclosure

processes confirmed during the reviews have compro-

mised the public trust and confidence in mortgage

servicing and have consequences for the housing

market and borrowers. The formal enforcement

actions will require servicers, among other things, to:

‰ Compliance program: Establish a compliance pro-

gram to ensure mortgage-servicing and foreclosure

operations, including loss mitigation and loan

modification, comply with all applicable legal

requirements and supervisory guidance, and assure

appropriate policies and procedures, staffing,

training, oversight, and quality control of those

processes.

‰ Foreclosure review: Retain an independent firm to

conduct a review of residential foreclosure actions

that were pending at any time from January 1,

2009, through December 31, 2010, to determine

any financial injury to borrowers caused by errors,

misrepresentations, or other deficiencies identified

in the review, and to remediate, as appropriate,

those deficiencies.

‰ Dedicated resources for communicating with

borrowers/single point of contact: Ensure the fol-

lowing: effective coordination of communication

with borrowers related to foreclosure, loss mitiga-

tion, and loan modification activities; assurance

that communications are timely and appropriate

and designed to avoid borrower confusion, conti-

nuity in the handling of borrower cases during the

loan modification and foreclosure processes; rea-

sonable and good faith efforts, consistent with

applicable law and contracts, to engage in loss

mitigation and foreclosure prevention for delin-

quent loans where appropriate; and assurances

that decisions concerning loss mitigation or loan

modifications will be made and communicated in a

timely manner.

‰ Third-party management: Establish policies and

procedures for outsourcing foreclosure or related

functions to ensure appropriate oversight and that

activities comply with all applicable legal require-

ments, supervisory guidance and the servicer’s

policies and procedures, including the appropriate

selection and oversight of all third-party service

providers, including external legal counsel,

DMSPs, and MERS.

‰ Management information systems: Improve man-

agement information systems for foreclosure, loss

mitigation, and loan modification activities that

ensure timely delivery of complete and accurate

information to facilitate effective decision making.

‰ Risk assessment: Retain an independent firm to

conduct a written, comprehensive assessment of

risks in servicing operations, particularly in the

areas of foreclosure, loss mitigation, and the

administration and disposition of other real estate

owned, including but not limited to operational,

compliance, transaction, legal, and reputational

risks.

In addition to the actions against the servicers, the

Federal Reserve and the OTS have issued formal

enforcement actions against the parent holding com-

panies to require that they enhance on a consolidated

basis their oversight of mortgage-servicing activities,

including compliance, risk management, and audit.

The agencies will monitor and assess, on an ongoing

basis, the corrective actions taken by the servicers

and holding companies that are required by the

enforcement actions and take further action, when

necessary, to address failures. Enforcement actions

and more frequent monitoring will remain in place at

each servicer until that servicer has demonstrated

that its weaknesses and deficiencies have been cor-



rected, including that adequate policies, procedures,

and controls are in place. The agencies will continue

to explore ways to improve their supervisory frame-

works to identify more promptly and effectively the

potential risks in mortgage-servicing and other bank-

ing operations.
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Part 4: Industry Reforms

Financial regulatory agencies are developing stan-

dards within their authority to improve the transpar-

ency, oversight, and regulation of mortgage-servicing

and foreclosure processing and to set additional

thresholds for responsible management and opera-

tion of mortgage-servicing activities. Moreover, a

uniform set of national mortgage-servicing and

foreclosure-processing standards would help promote

accountability and appropriateness in dealing with

consumers and strengthen the housing finance

market.

Industry reforms that could improve the oversight

and regulation of mortgage-servicing and foreclosure

processing should generally include standards that

require servicers to address major areas of weak-

nesses highlighted in the review, including in the fol-

lowing general areas:

Governance and Oversight

‰ implement and routinely audit sound enterprise-

wide policies and procedures to govern and control

mortgage-servicing and foreclosure processes

‰ develop quality controls for effective management

of third-party vendors who support mortgage-

servicing and foreclosure processing

‰ strengthen the governance standards intended to

ensure compliance with applicable federal and

state laws and company policies and procedures

‰ develop company standards that emphasize accu-

racy and quality in the processing and validation

of foreclosure and other servicing-related docu-

ments throughout the entire foreclosure process

Organizational Structure, Staffing,
and Technology

‰ increase staffing to adequate levels and provide

them with requisite training to effectively manage

the volume of default loans and foreclosures

‰ upgrade information systems and practices to bet-

ter store, track, and retrieve mortgage-related

documents

Accountability and Responsiveness
Dealing with Consumers

‰ ensure borrowers are offered appropriate loss-

mitigation options

‰ ensure proper custody and control of borrower

documents related to the servicing of the mortgage

‰ increase coordination between loss mitigation and

foreclosure-processing units to prevent inappropri-

ate foreclosures

‰ improve communication with borrowers and estab-

lish measurable goals and incentives for delivering

accurate information and responsive assistance

‰ develop complaint-resolution processes that are

routinely monitored and measured for quality

assurance
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